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This summary is only an interpretation of the Roads and Maritime Services’ (RMS) 
Hazard Perception Handbook which itself is only an interpretation of the law made easy 
to understand by using plain English.  

Relevant laws change frequently so make sure you have the most recent handbook 
when preparing for your test. 

The information contained on drivingtestnsw.com and any publications or other study materials published by the author of 
drivingtestnsw.com is for informational purposes only, which is to be used as a study tool for Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) 
driving tests. Summaries, methods of study, tips and tricks are only recommendations from the author, and reading any information 
on drivingtestnsw.com and any publications or other study materials published by the author does not guarantee passing Roads 
and Maritime Services driving tests. The author has made reasonable efforts to provide current and accurate information to 
readers. The author will not be held liable for any unintentional errors or omissions that may be found. 

drivingtestnsw.com is not affiliated, approved or endorsed by the Roads and Maritime Services. 

No part of drivingtestnsw.com shall be reproduced or transmitted, in whole or in part in any form, without the prior written consent 
of the author. 

http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/licence/documents-forms.html#HazardPerceptionHandbook
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1. WHAT IS THE HPT? 

The Hazard Perception Test (HPT) 
The HPT is a touch-screen computer-based test that assesses your ability to recognise 
and react appropriately to potentially dangerous situations. Passing the HPT is the 
requirement for progressing from red Ps to green Ps.  

Why the HPT? 
Hazard perception is an important skill for safe driving and screen-based HPTs are able 
to detect drivers with a higher crash risk. The HPT aims to confirm red P drivers have 
enough hazard perception skills to move to the less restricted green P licence.  
Currently, drivers aged under 20 years are involved in casualty crashes at almost twice 
the rate of those aged 20 years or more. From 2007-2009 the number of involvements 
in casualty crashes per 10,000 licence holders was: 

- Drivers aged under 20 = 116 
- Drivers aged 20 and over = 69 

The purpose of the HPT is to reduce the high level of young driver crashes by: 
- Encouraging new drivers to develop hazard perception skills 
- Testing red P drivers on driving situations that lead to the 5 most common types 

of crashes involving new drivers in NSW 
- Only allowing P1 drivers with adequate hazard perception skills to graduate  

Hazards and hazard perception 
3 basic hazard perception skills are assessed:  

- Keeping a safe distance from other vehicles so you to have more time to detect 
and respond to hazards 

- Selecting safe gaps so you can turn, overtake, change lanes or cross an 
intersection without being involved in a crash 

- Identifying hazards ahead, behind and to the side to avoid crashes 

Developing hazard perception skills  
As it takes time, the best way to develop is by getting plenty of experience across lots 
of different driving situations. Because experienced drivers have developed their skills, 
these drivers are involved in fewer crashes. 
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2. CRASH PATTERNS OF PROVISIONAL DRIVERS 

Five most common crash types for provisional drivers 
1. Colliding with the rear of another vehicle travelling in the same direction (33%) 
2. Colliding with vehicles from the side (adjacent), usually at intersections (17%) 
3. Collisions with vehicles from opposing directions (15%) 
4. Running off on a straight section and hitting something (9%) 
5. Running off on a curve or bend and hitting something (8%) 

Where and when these crashes happen  
Most of these crashes occur in daylight in fine weather on dry roads. They are more 
common in built up areas. 

Comparison with full licence holders  
Compared to full licence holders, provisional drivers are over-represented in crashes: 

- On local roads 
- In darkness 
- Where their vehicle collides with roadside objects such as trees or fences 

Why are provisional drivers involved in more crashes?  
The higher involvement of provisional drivers in crashes is partly due to inexperience. 
People with a lot of experience at something tend to be more skilful. New drivers also 
do things that increase their crash risk: 

- Following too closely behind other vehicles 
- Driving too fast for the conditions 
- Not scanning far enough ahead when driving 
- Failing to choose safe gaps when making turns, crossing intersections or 

overtaking 

Avoiding crashes  
It is important to know what driving situations are most dangerous for you so you can 
then identify the skills you need to practice to handle these situations safely. One of the 
most important of these skills is hazard perception.  
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3. HOW THE HPT WORKS 

When to take the HPT 
You should attempt the HPT when you have sufficient driving experience (minimum of 
12 months on your red Ps), read the handbook, and applied all the information to your 
driving. You will be charged the test fee each time you sit, so be prepared. 

What happens when you get there?  
When you go to a registry, your licence and eligibility will be checked. You will then be 
assigned to a test kiosk (special desk with a touch-screen computer). In some regional 
or remote areas, you may take the HPT on a portable or laptop computer. 

Interacting with the HPT computer  
All interaction with the HPT computer is via the touch screen.  
The structure of the test is: 

- Welcome screen 
- Test instructions 
- 2 practice items (to help you become familiar with how the HPT operates) 
- 15 test items 
- Feedback screen 

Audio/sound option  
You can read the test instructions or have them read to you. If you choose to listen, 
advise the RMS customer service officer and you will be given a set of headphones.  

The test instructions  
The HPT is made up of 15 film clips of real traffic situations to which you will be asked 
to respond. These situations are based on the 5 most common crash types. In the film 
clips you see what the driver sees and are told what the driver wants to do. At the 
beginning of each HPT film clip you will be told about the situation. For example, you 
might be shown the following text:  
You are driving along a 2-way street in a 60km/h speed zone. You wish to keep driving 
straight ahead. Touch the screen when you would slow down. 
To help you understand the situation, the clip will be paused for 3 seconds before it 
starts playing. The dashboard will show the speed and if indicators are operating. 
During the film clip you will need to touch the screen if and when you think an action is 
required. Actions include slowing down, overtaking or crossing an intersection. Just like 
when you are driving on a real road, the HPT may show you situations where it would 
be unsafe to take an action such as turning or overtaking. If you think it would be 
unsafe to act you should not touch the screen.  

http://www.drivingtestnsw.com/
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If you touch the screen during a clip you will hear a sound and the picture will flash – 
indicating the computer has recorded your response. The film clip may run for another 
few seconds, but there is no need to touch the screen again. If you did not touch the 
screen the clip will continue to play to the end without a sound or flash. 

The confirmation screen buttons  
You must confirm whether you did or did not touch the screen after each film clip. 

The practice questions  
The practice questions are just like the actual questions but you get feedback on 
whether your response was good, could have been better or was unsafe. You get the 
chance to repeat the clip if your response was unsafe or needed improvement.  

The real HPT questions 
The HPT presents 15 clips randomly selected from a large pool of questions. Just like 
real driving where you only get one chance to respond to a situation, you will only be 
allowed to see each item once and cannot change your response once submitted. You 
do not receive feedback after each clip as in the practice.  

The results and feedback screen  
When complete, a results screen will tell you if you have passed or failed without 
providing a score. Pass or fail, you receive feedback on areas for improvement. A 
printout of the results and feedback can be obtained from the registry.  

Aiding and cheating during the HPT 
The HPT assesses individual drivers to see if they are good enough for green Ps. 
Penalties, including prosecution, may be imposed on anyone involved in cheating. At 
the very least you will not be allowed to resit the HPT for 6 weeks. 
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4. KEEPING SPACE FROM OTHER VEHICLES 

Crash avoidance space  
Hazards could be other vehicles changing lanes or braking suddenly to avoid a 
pedestrian who walks onto the road. To stay safe, you need to maintain a crash 
avoidance space around your car by adjusting your speed or position on the road.  

Maintaining a crash avoidance space to the front 
Maintaining a crash avoidance space to the front gives you more time to spot and 
respond to hazards. Running into the back of another vehicle is the most common 
(29%) type of crash for provisional, drivers making this the most important part of the 
buffer for provisional drivers. To maintain adequate space to the front you need to: 

- Control your speed to suit the road and traffic conditions 
- Keep a safe distance between your car and the vehicle in front 

Controlling your speed 

Speed limits, speeding and crashing 
Speed limits (mainly between 40km/h and 110km/h) are the maximum permitted speed 
even though good drivers adjust to slower speeds based on the conditions. Speeding 
is not OK and is a factor in 40% of fatal crashes. 
Travel time surveys show that speeding makes little difference to your travel time in 
built-up areas. Speeding does increase the risk of a speeding fine or crash and costs 
you more in fuel consumption. 

The problems with speed  
Speeding reduces the time to detect and react to hazards. Increased speed and wet 
weather increases distance required to stop. It takes 0.75 seconds to see a hazard and 
decide on a response and another 0.75 seconds to act (move foot from accelerator to 
brake). So 1.5 seconds are gone before you begin to brake. 

Speeding and crash severity 
More than 2,000 pedestrians are injured or killed each year with provisional drivers 
over-represented in these accidents. Risk of death increases with speed. At 60km/h 
hitting a pedestrian will likely kill them. At 50km/h they are more likely to be injured than 
killed – which is why 50km/h is the common local speed limit in NSW. 

Speed and single vehicle crashes  
Speed is a common cause of provisional driver single vehicle crashes. Driving too fast 
for conditions reduces the time to detect and respond to hazards. Speed-related 
crashes can be avoided if you give yourself time and space to scan for, detect and 
react to hazards. Some advice: 

http://www.drivingtestnsw.com/
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- Don’t speed 
- Slow down before curves and bends (not during) 
- Look for traffic warning signs and slow down when required 
- Slow to warning sign speed (or slower) 
- In bad conditions, slow to speed that will allow you to stop for an unexpected 

hazard 
Warning signs won’t help if you’re going to fast to see or react to them. Controlling your 
speed is your responsibility. 

Key points summary  
- Maintain a crash avoidance space around you vehicle and adjust your speed to 

best suit the conditions. 
- Slow down and take your foot off the accelerator where hazards are likely (e.g. 

pedestrians areas) 

Keeping a safe following distance  

Initial speed (km/h) 60 90 

Approx. stopping distance (m) 55 110 

Roughly twice  
the distance on  
sealed, dry road 

 
As speed increases, so should the gap between you and the vehicle in front as the 
stopping distance required increases. To ensure this use the ‘3-second gap’. 

The three second gap 
Pick a stationary object the car in front passes (e.g. traffic sign) and count to three. You 
should pass the same object as you count three or after. If you don’t reach three, slow 
down until you do. These techniques automatically adjust for your speed (increasing the 
gap as you go faster). You should use the 4-second rule to increase the gap (and 
safety) in poor conditions including rain, fog, icy roads or night driving. 
Although these might seem like large gaps, remember that rear-end collisions are the 
most common crash types, so the gaps are necessary to avoid crashes. 

Key points summary  
- The faster you drive, the more stopping distance required 
- Use the 3-second gap in good conditions and 4-second gap in poor conditions 
- In heavy traffic other drivers will likely move into your 3-second gap. The gap 

ensures your safety which is more important than one place in traffic, so 
maintain the 3 seconds regardless 

Keeping a safe distance to the side  
A space cushion allows a safe distance should you need to brake or change direction, 
potentially allowing you to avoid a collision. 

http://www.drivingtestnsw.com/
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You should keep at least 1 metre between your vehicle and other moving or stationary 
vehicles (in case someone opens their door unexpectedly). This also protects 
vulnerable road users, reducing your chances of hitting them. 

Avoid travelling next to other vehicles  
Try to avoid having a vehicle on either side of you on multi-lane roads as your vision is 
impeded and your only option is to brake hard for a hazard in front of you. A better 
option is trying to keep space in the next lane/s so you can also move around a hazard. 
This might be difficult in heavy traffic, though this usually means you’ll be moving slowly 
and there’s less risk generally. 

Key points summary  
- Keep a 1 metre space cushion either side of car 
- Avoid travelling with vehicles either side of you 
- Give vulnerable road users plenty of space 

Keeping a safe distance to the rear  
Managing the space behind you is difficult as it mainly relies on the driver behind you. If 
they’re too close, slow down to give yourself extra space ahead of you. This will give 
you more time to slow down for a hazard and will reduce the risk they will run into you. 

Key points summary  
- If you’re being tailgated, slow down and increase the gap in front so you can 

brake gradually for hazards 
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5. SELECTING SAFE GAPS 
Around 1/3 of crashes involving provisional drivers are caused by choosing gaps that 
are too small and result in collision. 

Guidelines, not rules  
The advice here are not hard and fast rules but guidelines to help as you build your gap 
selection skills. 

What is a safe gap? 
Safe gap = turning, overtaking, changing lanes, and crossing intersections without 
endangering road users or causing collision. No one should need evasive action 
(changing lanes or heavy braking). 

Key points summary 
- Safe gap = turning, overtaking, changing lanes, and crossing intersections 

without: 
! Impacting the crash avoidance space of other vehicles 
! Making others take evasive action 

- If the gap is not large enough, wait 

Guidelines for safe gap selection 
Safe gaps vary with the speed of the traffic and road and weather conditions.  

Selecting safe gaps when turning 
A key hazard perception skill is selecting a gap for you to safely complete the turn. This 
is often difficult, as you need to watch for road users to the front, left and right. 

Safe gaps – turning left 
Left turns are sharper than right turns and may take longer. You also need time to 
accelerate to match the speed of the traffic (higher speed = more time).  
Assuming a 60km/h zone and traffic is actually travelling at 60km/h: 

 
This 6-second gap needs to be a judgment, as you can’t count it out when you need to 
make the turn. The 6-second gap will be the same for different speeds, but the 

http://www.drivingtestnsw.com/
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distance won’t be. At 60km/h it’s roughly 100m and at 80km/h the gap increases to 
135m. This is a guideline and it’s important to develop these skills when driving. 

Key points summary  
- When turning left in a 60km/h zone you need a 6 second (100m) gap to your 

right 
- If the gap is not large enough, wait 

Safe gaps – turning right  
Right turns are more complicated than left turns because you need to look for road 
users in multiple directions.   

Features of right turns 
Right turns require you to cover more road but are generally less sharp than left turns 
meaning you can accelerate quickly to match the speed of the traffic.  

Guidelines for right turns  
Assuming a 60km/h zone and traffic is actually travelling at 60km/h: 

 
You will quickly clear the traffic from the right, hence the smaller gap. You need time to 
complete the turn (3 seconds) and accelerate to the speed of traffic (3 seconds) on the 
far side of the road, hence the 6-second gap to the left. 

Turning right at a cross intersection  
Turning right at an intersection with 4 directions is harder as you must look 3 ways to 
judge a safe gap. You need: 

! 4 second gap to the right 
! 6 second gap to the left 
! 4 second gap to oncoming vehicles 

http://www.drivingtestnsw.com/
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Practice these more complex situations when you have built confidence with simpler 
gap selections. 

Turning right at traffic lights  
This is simpler than uncontrolled intersections as you only need to look for a gap in 
oncoming traffic. However, many provisional drivers pick gaps that are too small or 
misjudge the speed of traffic. Assuming a 60km/h zone and traffic is actually travelling 
at 60km/h you need a 4-second (70m) gap to oncoming vehicles. 

 

Key points summary  
- When turning right in a 60km/h zone you need a: 

! 6 second (100m) gap to your left 
! 4 second (70m) gap to your right 
! 4 second (70m) gap to oncoming traffic 

- If the gap is not large enough, wait 

Safe gaps – Making U-turns  
U-turns fall just outside the 5 most common crash types. U-turns are more difficult than 
right turns. You must look for traffic approaching from behind and in front. 

http://www.drivingtestnsw.com/
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Features of U-turns  
U-turns are sharper than right turns and require more road to complete. U-turns are 
tight turns often from a stationary position. Generally, you can’t accelerate until you 
have completed the turn and require a large gap to get up to the speed of traffic.  

A word of caution  
U-turns are dangerous and should be avoided unless necessary. A better option is to 
turn into a side street, do a three-point turn and rejoin traffic in the right direction. 

Key points summary  
- If it is dangerous to do a U-turn, so don’t. Do a three-point turn in a side street  

Safe gaps when crossing intersections 

Features of crossing intersections 
It takes at least 3 seconds to cross a standard two-way road. When crossing an 
intersection in a 60km/h zone you need a: 

! 3 second (50m) gap to your right 
! 4 second (70m) gap to your left 

 
You may need less if you don’t come to a complete stop but if in doubt, stop when 
you’re sure you have a safe gap. 
A median strip may allow you to cross the intersection in two stages. Select a safe gap 
to the right and move to the middle of the road. Complete the crossing when there is a 
safe gap to the left. 

Key points summary  
- When crossing an intersection in a 60km/h zone you need a: 

! 3 second (50m) gap to your right 
! 4 second (70m) gap to your left 

- If the gap is not large enough, wait 
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Safe gaps when overtaking  
Head-on collisions are often severe as the speed of the two vehicles combines (e.g. 
two 60km/h cars colliding = one 120km/h car hitting a stationary object). When 
overtaking you need enough space to avoid colliding with the vehicle you’re overtaking 
and oncoming traffic. It is similar to passing vehicles on highways but more dangerous 
as you must cross the centre line into oncoming traffic. 

A word of caution  
Overtaking is usually done to maintain your speed, though the decision is your own. 
The best thing to remember is not to overtake unless you have to (e.g. to pass 
stationary or broken down vehicles).  

Features of overtaking 
It is difficult to accurately judge if the gap you take is large enough to safely overtake a 
vehicle. Overtaking is particularly hazardous when your view of oncoming traffic is 
blocked (e.g. by a truck or bus). Choosing a safe gap and executing the manoeuvre 
safely is difficult and many provisional drivers have little experience. 

Guidelines for selecting safe gaps for overtaking 
When overtaking you must account for: 

- Traffic conditions 
- The size of the vehicle you want to overtake (larger vehicles like semi-trailers or 

road trains (up to 5 and 9 times longer than a car respectively) take longer to 
overtake) 

- The acceleration capacity of your vehicle (less capacity = longer overtake time. 
Plus a car’s ability to accelerate is reduced at higher speeds) 

You should start practice on multi-lane roads so you can learn what a safe overtaking 
gap looks like. If you don’t feel confident about overtaking, don’t do it. 

Key points summary  
- A safe overtaking gap is your overtaking time plus a safety margin of at least 3 

seconds 
- If it doesn’t look or feel safe to overtake, then wait until it is safe 

Do not exceed the speed limit to overtake. Whenever possible, you should wait for 
regular overtaking lanes (signposted in advance) to overtake slow traffic. 
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6. SCANNING FOR HAZARDS 

What does scanning mean?  
Scanning = taking in the 360° around your vehicle. To be effective, scanning should 
involve moving your eyes, head and/or upper body in a constant routine to detect 
hazards from all around when driving. Drivers get better at scanning with experience. 

How to scan for hazards when driving 
To get your 360° view you need to look out the windscreen and side windows, in the 
mirrors to see behind your vehicle and perform head checks to cover your blind spots 
on either side (head checks are vital when reversing, pulling out, and changing lanes).  

A scanning routine  

Look up to 12 seconds ahead  
Scanning should be constant. You should look up to 12 seconds ahead (60km/h = 
200m, 90km/h = 300m). This will mean looking through the windows of other cars to 
see brake lights and indicators giving you more time to react. You should also scan 
side to side for hazards and constantly move your eyes and/or head. 

Check your mirror every 8-10 seconds 
You should check your mirrors every 8-10 seconds for new hazards that may be 
rapidly approaching (e.g. emergency vehicles).  

Check your blind spots 
Head checks to cover blind spots are vital when changing lanes. 

Key points summary  
- Scan up to 12 seconds ahead 
- Check mirrors every 8-10 seconds 
- Head check your blind spots before turning or diverging 

This routine will take about 10 seconds and should be repeated constantly. 

Smart scanning  
You can’t take everything in, so you need to filter what’s important when scanning. 

Look for change 
Your vision is designed to notice movement and change which is helpful, but you also 
need to be aware of stationary hazards (e.g. road works) so keep an eye out for both. 
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A hazard perception action plan 
Through scanning you are trying to See-Think-Do (STD): 

- See road hazards (a.k.a. scanning) 
- Think about what might happen 
- Think about possible solutions 
- Do something to remain safe 

Listening for hazards  
Keep the radio/stereo at a reasonable volume so you are still able to listen for hazards 
like emergency vehicle sirens. 

Avoiding fatigue  
Fatigue reduces your ability to detect and respond to hazards. Increased fatigue 
increases likelihood a hazard will be missed and therefore, increases crash risk. Fatigue 
comes from driving long distances, working long hours, partying hard and not getting 
enough sleep. Getting plenty of sleep is the only way to avoid fatigue – not fresh air, not 
coffee and not loud music. To reduce your risk: 

- Avoid driving when you would usually be asleep 
- Stop, revive, survive with a 15 minute break every 2 hours 

Key points summary  
- Scanning = taking in the 360° around your vehicle 
- Scanning should be constant including looking and listening 
- Scanning routine: 

! Scan up to 12 seconds ahead (60km/h = 200m, 90km/h = 300m) 
! Look for change, movement and stationary traffic hazards 
! Check mirrors every 8-10 seconds 
! Check your blind spots 

- Hazard perception action plan: 
! See (hazards) 
! Think (about what might happen and your reaction) 
! Do (something to stay safe) 

- Getting plenty of sleep to avoid fatigue and reduce your crash risk 
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7. IMPORTANT SITUATIONS 
Hazard perception skills are always important. In some situations, hazard perception 
skills are vital for your and others’ safety.  

Coping with these situations  
The following situations do not require any new hazard perception skills - scanning for 
hazards, keeping a safe distance and selecting safe gaps still apply. You have the 
options of slowing down, stopping or changing direction to cope with hazards. 

Pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists  
Vulnerable road users (they have little protection during a collision) = pedestrians, 
cyclists and motorcyclists. They are harder to see so scan for them carefully. 

Pedestrians 
Pedestrians can behave unexpectedly, unsafely and illegally. They are harder to see 
and may be alcohol-affected. Children are at risk as they do not think like adults. Older 
people are also particularly vulnerable as although they have experience and sense, 
they are not as agile or alert. When approaching or passing pedestrians or areas where 
you would expect pedestrians slow down and give them space. Try to make eye 
contact with them to ensure you’ve been seen and, if not, sound your horn. 

Cyclists 
Cyclists travel on roads, footpaths, and bike paths/lanes (though they often move 
between them), cycle without lights at night making them harder to see and may ride 
against traffic and through red lights making them unpredictable. Only children under 
12 and supervising adults can ride on footpaths. But kids ride on the road and adults 
on the footpath, so you need to keep your eyes open, give cyclists space and slow 
down when necessary. Cyclists are slow at intersections and when making turns.  

Motorcyclists 
Motorcycles are small, can hide behind other vehicles, accelerate quickly and swerve 
lane-to-lane making them hard to see and unpredictable. They can be hidden in blind 
spots making head checks vital. Most common collisions are a turning vehicle hitting a 
motorcycle and a vehicle going straight hitting a turning motorcycle, with the vehicle not 
giving way in both situations – so scan carefully when selecting gaps. 

Trucks and buses  
Heavy vehicles such as trucks and buses are usually easier to see but can hide other 
road users. When following a bus or truck increase your gap so you can see around it. 
Maintain a larger gap to a following truck or bus to provide them more time and space 
to brake, as you will likely come off second best in a collision. 

http://www.drivingtestnsw.com/
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Heavy vehicles take up more road and need more room to turn so give them plenty, 
particularly when they are turning or braking. Truck and bus drivers rely on their outside 
mirrors to see. If you can’t see their mirrors, they can’t see you - so don’t drive in their 
blind spots. Remember it takes longer to overtake a truck or bus. 

Roadworks  
Roadworks slow your journey and can be dangerous for drivers and road workers near 
the road because of the heavy machinery, rough surfaces and lack of markings. This 
danger increases when drivers ignore signs for roadworks and roadwork speed limits, 
giving them little time or space to detect and react to hazards and resulting in vehicle 
occupant and road worker deaths and injuries every year in NSW. Roadwork signs are 
placed well in advance of work sites, so drivers can slow down and get into the correct 
lane. Obey roadwork signs and speed limits, even if others ignore them.  

Crashes and breakdowns  
Traffic slows or stops around places where vehicles are broken down or where crashes 
have occurred. Scan effectively to give yourself time to slow down and position your 
car to get around the obstacle safely. If you need or want to help, make sure that you 
stop somewhere safe to ensure you’re not involved in a crash. 

Emergency vehicles 
Scanning is important in detecting emergency vehicles because they can appear from 
unexpected places (e.g. approaching on the wrong side of the road at high speed). If 
you think you can hear a siren, turn off the radio/stereo and wind down the window/s 
to listen (and to help locate the emergency vehicle).  

Animals on the road  
Animals can be hard to see and even more unpredictable than humans. Scanning 
(including the sides of the road) is the first hazard perception skill to avoid a collision 
with an animal. Slow down in areas you are likely to encounter animals so you can spot 
and avoid them. You may not spot an animal in time to avoid it - so remember that the 
safety of humans takes priority. Stop or avoid the animal if you can do so safely, but it 
may be necessary to hit the animal or steer round the animal to avoid a collision 
involving people.  

Key points summary  
- Hazard perception is particularly important around unprotected road users, large 

vehicles, road works, emergency vehicles and animals 
- Use the scanning routine to cope with these hazards and keep a safe distance 

from other road users 
- Give yourself plenty of time and space 
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8. EXPECTING THE UNEXPECTED 

The role of expectancies  
When you drive you rely on expectancies built up based on your experiences (e.g. that 
other drivers will stop at red lights) – enabling you to better predict how a hazard might 
develop. A prime example is a road you frequently use where you know what lane you 
should be in, where there are often parked cars and where pedestrians cross the road. 
Expectancies are OK most of the time, but they can lead to crashes when they’re relied 
on instead of hazard perception skills. 

The unexpected  
Not all road users obey the road rules all of the time and behave unexpectedly. Good 
hazard perception skills allow drivers to detect hazards and react, preventing crashes. 

Expecting the unexpected  
Applying the following key hazard perception skills is the best way to deal with the 
unexpected: 

- Scan well ahead of your car – keep your eyes moving 
- Look for indicators on other vehicles 
- Observe the head and eye movements of other drivers  
- Check for pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists that may be hidden  
- Give yourself plenty of time and space to detect and react to hazards  
- Slowing down is a good precaution  
- Get lots of driving experience in a variety of traffic conditions so that fewer 

situations are new 
- Get a more experienced driver to help you learn how to deal with situations you 

feel you don’t cope well with 
- Be cautious and wary in situations that are new or different  
- Make your car easier to see (e.g. turn your headlights on during the day) 

Identifying the main hazard 
You will likely have to deal with a few hazards at once, meaning you have to identify the 
main hazard (that poses the most immediate hazard to you) and deal with this first.  

Key points summary  
- Drivers rely on expectancies when they drive 
- The road system is not perfect – other road users sometimes do the 

unexpected 
- To cope with the unexpected, scan and maintain a space cushion 
- Hazards rarely come one at a time so deal with the main hazard first 
- Give yourself time and space to cope 
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A few final words about hazard perception  

Experience and practice the main teachers 
As a new driver experience and practice across lots of different driving situations will be 
your main hazard perception teachers.  

Summary of key hazard perception skills 
The basic hazard perception skills are: 

- Keeping a safe distance from other vehicles 
- Selecting safe gaps when turning, crossing traffic or changing lanes 
- Scanning for hazards ahead, behind and to the side 

Applying these skills effectively will help you deal with unexpected situations. 
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